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A three dimensional numerical ocean model has been implemented for simulating the eir
culation at Ormen Lange. The model, using a topography following vertical coordinate
and a time split integration procedure, was developed at the Institute of Marine Research
and the University of Bergen starting in 1995. A recent user’s guide [4] describes details
regarding algorithms and implementations.
The model has been used in some studies, see [7, 5, 3, 6, 14, 15, 13, 2]. In the de
velopment of the code especially the ability of the model to maintain the properties of
different water masses has been in foeus and in [6] the model capabilities in this respect
are doeumented using observations from the SKAGEX experiment in 1990 [l2]. Model
results from the present code are also compared to model results from the Blumberg and
Mellor model [9].
In this study the model is implemented for a 28 km x 46 km area at Ormen Lange.
The equations of the model are described in Sections 2 and 3, while Section 4 gives details
of the model setup, e.g., initial fields and forcing. The following section then presents
results from simulations of different scenarios with varying direction and magnitude of the
background velocity held.
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2 The a-coordinate model
2.1 The Basic Variables and Equations
The symbols used in the description of the model are given in Appendix B. The model
assumes that the weight of the fluid identically balances the pressure (hydrostatic assump
tion), and that density differences are neglected unless the differences are multiplied by
gravity (Boussinesq approximation). The following equations are used to describe the
variables as functions of the Cartesian coordinates xpy.z.
The continuity equation is
(1)
and the Reynolds momentum equations are
E+u-vu + wE-- fv=- E + T(a-m T) +pxdt dz Po dx dz dz




The pressure at depth 2 may be obtained by integrating equation (4) vertically
( 5 )
The conservation equations for temperature and salinity are
RT f} nr 9 9T— + U • Vr T B = —(A//——) + Ar,dt dz dz dz
A+U VS + H - = [K„P) + Fs .dt dz dz dz
(6)
(')
The density is computed according to an equation of state of the form
P = P{T,S) (8)
taken from [26].
Motions induced by small scale processes (sub-grid scale) are parameterized by hori-
Fj andzontal and vertical eddy viscosity/diffusivity terms. The horizontal terms Fx , Fy
Fs may be written
(9)
- dW
V •[/ + = 0,oz
dP
P 9 = ~11-
P Patm + + 9 p{z)dz.
d d(u,v) a d(u.v)
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(10)
The horizontal diffusivities, 1 / and Ah. may be computed according to Smagorinsky
(11)
2.1.1 Equations for I\ M and KH
The system of equations given in the previous section is not closed without equations
for the vertical viscosity, KM , and the vertical diffusivity, KH . There is a long range of
turbulence closure schemes that have and are being used in ocean models, see for instance
Davies and Xing (1995) [ll] and Davies et al. (1995) [lo], There are a number of factors
that may govern the choice of turbulence closure in the vertical: the stratification, tidal
forcing, the vertical resolution etc.
The present numerical ocean model may be linked to any of the options found in the
above literature or elsewhere.
In cases where a limited number of physical phenomena are occurring simpler models
may play a role, but our experience is that when we have model areas where both stratifi
cation and tidal forcing are important, we need at least the complexity of the Mellor and
Tamada [22] 2 1/2 level model. The governing equations with the modihcations due to





F a M d{T,s) d 8Ft- s - + pÅH^r ] -
[2s]
(A A . ln nx A a Ir/dU 2 , i du .dVsot i.
+ 2 ( & + +(^ )]5
or chosen to be constant.
or- f dU V , ( dV \ 21 29 T , dp 2 q3
M Uj +(&)
¥+ (1 v’'+"'¥ - hK<Tr*
® A*'[(£)’ + (f)l + i 's-C,i'
where
f l \ 2
W=l + E 2
\ /
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and where
L- 1 = {rl -z)- 1 +(H + z)- 1 .






the stability functions become
Sh[ 1 {3A282 + 18A 1 A2)Gh] ~~ 6Ai/Bi\ (17)
and
Sm[ 1 9AIA2G//] 5//[lBA| -f 9AiA2)Gh] A\[\ 3Ci 6AI/Bi]








The empirical values in the expressions above are
(Ai,A2 , Bi. Bi,Ci, Ei, E2) = (0.92,0.74,16,6,10.1,0.08,1.8,1.33) (22)
2.1.2 Boundary conditions
At the free surface, z rj{x,y), we have
(du av\ _1
 —) = (r 0,5 0),
(23)
(24)
2 rj 2 /3
g = Bl U TS , (25)
(26)/ = 0,
where u TS = (f02 ) 1/2 .
There are no volume fluxes through the side walls. On the side walls and bottom ol
the basin there are no advective or diffusive heat and salt fluxes. The vertical velocities at
the free surface and at the bottom are given by
„ 0 = u*L + v *L +h,ox dy ot
(27)
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(28)
The effect of the bottom drag on horizontal velocities is given by
v fdU dV\
PoT M I—, j - [Tbx ,Tby)
(29)
(30)
where the drag coefficient Cd is given by
(31)
and zb is the distance of the nearest grid point to the bottom. The von Karman constant k
0.4. In lack of further information we use z 0 = 0.01m for the bottom roughness parameter,




2.2 The cr-coordinate system
The basic equations have been transformed into a bottom following sigma coordinate sys
tem [23]. The independent variables [x,y,z,t) are transformed to (z*, y*, cr, t*), where
(34)
a ranges from a 0 at 2 7/ to a 1 at z = —H{x,y). Introducing the total depth
D = H + 7], the basic equations may now be written as (after deletion of the asterisks)
where the relationship between W and the new vertical velocity u is given by
u/ ,tt ( ch/\ T/ f dD dq\ dq
=u + l + + v y~yj +y)+ (l + a] Tt• ( 36 (
(37)
w _ _,j dJL• ' b U b r\ *6 r\
ox dy
The bottom stress is specified by
fl = poCo\Ub\Ub
K 2
CD = max[o.oo2s, jj——-—
[ln[zb /zq)Y
2 _ JD 2 /3
Q -£* l
l = 0,
where u T b = (r 2 ) 1 / 2 .
* * z ~ 71
x = x y = y a = ——— t =t.
n + r/
BUD dVD duj dr,
+ + + a?-° (35)
The momentum equations on flux form become
dUD dU2 D dUVD dUco DdPatm , dg
qT + —x h /v D + h gD~ =
ot dx dy da p 0 dx dx
d Km dU gD 2 fdp udD dp\
[jrx -Di^£) da + DF-
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(38)
The new conservation equations take the form
and the horizontal viscosity and diffusion terms are now defined according to
rr 9 d(UD.VD) d d(UD.VD)
DF*.y = Tx{ÅM—Tx— ) + PAm —dy }) (41)
It should be noted that several terms originating from the a- coordinate transformation
are neglected in equations (41) and (42). These simplified formulations for horizontal
viscosity/difFusivity terms in a-coordinate models are suggested by Mellor and Blumberg
[2l]. In [2l] a description of the complete terms is also given. It should be noted that with
the present model we try to run with Ah equal to zero to avoid isopycnal diffusion. Using
a monotonic and stable scheme for advecting the scalar fields 8 and T this has proved to
be feasible without introducing instabilities.
2.2.1 Vertical boundary conditions
The new boundary conditions for the vertical velocity, og in equation (35) become
(43)
The new conditions at the surface [a 0) becomes
Km fdU dV\ 1 ( .





Kh_ ( dr d^\
D \da da)
(47)0.
dVD dUVD 8V2 D dVu Jrrr> , D dPatm , dr,
+ ”&- + + + fbD + 70 ~w +9%-
_9&_ f (dp_ —— + Z?n.da Dda p 0 Ja \dy Ddy da)
dTD dTUDBTVD BTlj d Kh dT
-W + + + = Ya{^) + DFT ' (39)
dSD dSUD 3SVD dSco d,KH dS. ir.„ , im1 1 = —) + DFs, 40
dt dx dy da da Dda
dft, = |:(W(42)
w(0) - a;( — 1) =O.
£(£•£)  
and at the bottom (a = —1) the boundary
Km fdU dV\ 1
d [da-da) ~ Po {T^ny>'
7 Mode splitting
To be able to represent gravity waves and the efFects of these correctly, the time step must
be chosen such that the Courant number become less than unity. To avoid this restriction
when propagating the 3-D fields, mode splitting very similar to the splitting applied by
Slagstad [24] and later described in [l] is applied.
The 3-D velocity held is split into its baroclinic part and its depth integrated part
according to:
(48)
Depth integratmg the moment equations and the continuity ecpiation gives, neglecting






The non-li near and the internal pressure terms are represented through A x and A y .
The vertical integration is exact except for the horizontal viscosity terms. These terms
take mainly caie ot small scale oscillations, and the 2-D Am-2D held is computed according
to (11) where (U,V) is replaced by ( U A ,V A )•
(U(x,y,a),V{x,y,(j)) = [U A {x,y) + ÜB{x,y,(r),U B {x,y,(r),V A {x,y) + V B (x,y,a))
where
{U A {x,y),V A {x,y)) = (f° : [/(x, y, a)da, V(x, y, a)da)
dU A D dV ADdrj
~frT + + m- 0 ’ < 49 >
dU A D rT/ n ,
~dt  fx ' ÅD + gD di ~
d dU A D d tA „
dx {ÅM2D ~dT ) + + A *
and
d\\ D dri
— r + }U A D + gD JL =
d.. 9V a D d, A dV A D
dy( "“IT 1 + & ( "“IT 1 + Ay '
where
/o />0AU da, J AV da),
Uf __ajy_ f° fdp_ a dD dp\ diPD
Po Ja \dx Ddx da ) dx dy da '
±v _ ajy f° (fy _f_&£,&?') _
Po J„ \dy Ddy do° dx + dy +
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The equations for the baroclinic helds UB and VB become after subtracting (50) from
(37) and (51) from (38) :
(55)
(56)
-—— f\ bD + [tqx T})X )+ Ax
di  po
0 dUsD d dl bD d Km dLTB.
+ + A6
and
‘—§: H fUsD -\ (roy - rby ) +Ay =
ot po
9
4 Model setup for Ormen Lange
4.1 Discretization
The geographic location of the model area is shown in Figure 1. The coordinates of the
corners are
The bathymetry is given in Figure 2 and has a depth varying between 198.4 m and 1210.5 m
with a mean valne of 876.7 m.
The grid size is 70 x 115 cells horizontally with a resolution of 400 m. One experiment
is done using a 140 x 230 grid with 200 m resolution. Vertically 30 cr-layers are distributed
according to a formulae given in Lynch et al. (1995) [l9]. At 1000 m depth their thicknesses
in meters are (10, 11, 13, 16, 20, 24, 28, 33, 38, 43, 47, 51, 54, 56, 57, 57, 56, 54, 51, 47.
43, 38, 33, 28, 24, 20, 16, 13, 11, 10).
The time integration is split into a two-dimensional external mode and a three-dimensional
internal mode. The time steps are determined by the CFL requirement related to external
and internal wave speed respectively. In the external mode surface elevation and ver
tically integrated velocities are propagated with a short time step equaling 1.8 s. The
internal mode updates all three-dimensional fields using a longer time step of 72 s. For the
140 x 230 grid these time steps are halved.
The model is run for 48 hours forward in time.
4.2 Initial values
Initial values loi salinity temperature and honzontal velocity, see Figure 3, are based on the
diagnostic climatology of Engedahl et al. (1998) [l6]. The initial fields are depth varying,
but set to be horizontally constant. The horizontal velocities are simplified a.s
where 0 is the deviation from a northward direction. Figure 4 gives initial values of current
speeds through Section I given in Figure 2.




(5.058392°E, 63.344280°N) | (5.613203° E. 63.335193°N)~
If} | inr 0.15 f Z ~\- 100 \ /Kn
\u\ = 1.05 H aretan ——— ) + 0.05e2/50
7r \ 50 J
U = \U\ sin ($)




and adjusted so that ?/ = 0. See Figure 5.
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4.3 Forcing
The simulations are driven by forcing through relaxation towards climatology at the open
boundaries and by the Coriolis force. No tidal or atmospheric forcing is applied.
At the open boundaries there are seven grid cell wide flow relaxation zones where
the prognostic variables are relaxed towards a specified forced solution. See Martinsen &
Engedahl (1987) [2o]. The initial values are used as the specified forced solution.
Each prognostic variable, qi, in the zone is after each model time step updated according
to
where 4>m contains the unrelaxed values computed by the model and åp is a specified forced
solution in the zone. The relaxation parameter q varies from 1 at the model boundary to
0 at the end of the zone facing the interior model domain.
4.4 Experiments
Simulation of different scenarios are carried out by varying magnitude and direction of the
initial velocity held. These experiments are numbered 1-4 as given by Table 1.
Speed x 1 Speed x 2
21
3 4
Table 1: Experiments 1-4.
Experiment 5 uses estimated maximum speed over a 10 year period as initial values,
see Figure 6. The direction of the flow is chosen as 6 = 30°.
Experiment 6 is carried out to test the effects of enhanced resolution. The grid size
is doubled giving a horizontal resolution of 200 m. The same number of cr-layers, 30, is
applied vertically. The time steps for both the external and internal modes are halved.
Initial values are as in experiment 4, i.e., double speed and 0 60°.
The model is in all experiments run with constant and fairly large viscosities, see
Table 2, to avoid 2Ax and 2At noise in the Solutions. Notice from the table that when
using the stronger forcing in experiment 5 the viscosity had to be increased. W hen the
resolution was rehned in experiment 6 the values could be reduced because more of the
smaller scale phenomena could be resolved. Smaller values of viscosities than those given
in Table 2 give more noisy results. Larger values may be used, but detail in the Solutions
will gradually be lost as the values are increased.
4.5 Output
The plots presented at the end of each experiment are





Contour plots of speed and vector plots of velocity at 100 m
bottom, and at 10 m over bottom.
depth, at 50 m over
In addition, for experiments 1 and 2 the average kinetic energy as
given.
a function of time is
Contour plots of speed along J 30 and along J = 80.
Experiment AM AM2D
1-4 70 m2 s -1 2777 m2 s -1
5 112 m 2 s -1 4444 m2 s -1
6 42 m2 s -1 1667 m2 s -1
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Figure 1: Location of the model area.
(a) Contours at depths 200, 400, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, .
(b) Measurements positions at 0, 0 and  .
4.5 Output 13
Figure 2: Model area bathymetry.
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Figure 3: Initial values for experiment 1.
4.5 Output 15
Figure 4; Initial current speeds along Section I for experiment 1. The direction of the
Aow is 30 degrees to north-east. The unit along the vertical axis is m. The unit along the
horizontal axis is km. The speeds are given in ms' 1 . The contour levels are 0.005, O.OT
0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.18, 0.20, 0.22, 0.24,
0.26, 0.28, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90 and 1.00 ms" 1 in this and all
other contour plots of current speeds.
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Figure 6: Estimated maximum speed over 10 years.
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5.1 Numerical experiment 1
In Figure 7 the average kinetic energy over the model area is given as a function of time
and we notice that the energy is very stable towards the end of the simulation indicating
that the solution at least in a statistical sense has reached a steady state.
In hgures 8 and 9 the currents at IOOm depth at the end of the simulation are given
as contours of current speed and as vectors respectively. At this depth the forcing at the
boundaries very much determines the interior solution. We also notice the reduced speed
in the interior that probably is connected to the loss of energy due to bottom friction
along the shelf break. The bottom friction losses are quadratic functions of the speed at
the bottom and from Figure 12, giving the speeds lOm above the bottom, we notice the
currents near the bottom are strongest along the steepest topography. Vectors of the same
fl°w are given in Figure 13. The bottom flow shows much more variability than the flow
at IOOm depth. The maximum speed is approximately 0.23 ms"1 , but this is a value dose
to the open boundary. Further into the model area dose to where the topography changes
direction the bottom speed changes from 0.05 ms~ l to 0.16 ms~ l over a few grid cells.
In hgures 14 and 15 contour plots of speeds at sections I and II are given. Again we
notice that dose to the steepest topography we may hnd a focusing of the how dose to
the bottom. This is especially noticeable along section II approximately 22 km from the
western boundary where we hnd a core of water howing with speed 0.16 ms~ l above the
shelf bieak and where the maximum speed is found at the bottom even if the maximum
in the initial and boundary values is found at the surface.
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TIME
Figure 7: Volume averaged kinetic energy in Jm 3 as a function of time in days.
Numerical experiment 1 19
Figure 8: Current speeds at IOOm depth after 48 hours.
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Figure 9: Vector plot of currents at IOOm depth after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn irom
every sth grid cell.
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Figure 10: Current speeds 50m above the bottom after 48 hours.
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F i gure 11: Vector plot of currents 50m above the bottom after 48 hours. \ ectors are drawn
from every sth grid cell.
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5.1 Numerical experiment 1 23
Figure 12: Current speeds lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.
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1 m/s
Figure 13: Vector plot of currents lOm above the bottom after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn
from every sth grid cell.
5.1 Numerical experiment 1 25
Figure 14: Current speeds at section I.
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Figure 15: Current speeds at section 11.
5.2 Numerical experiment 2 27
5.2 Numerical experiment 2
In the second experiment the only modihcation is that all velocities used as initial and
boundary conditions in experiment 1 are multiplied by 2.
In Figure 16 the average kinetic energy over the model area is given as a function of
time. We notice that the energy stabilizes at approximately 36 Jm~3 which is 4 times
higher than in the previous experiment. This is as expected since energies are quadratic
functions of velocities.
In hgures 17 and 18 the currents at IOOm depth at the end of the simulation are given as
contours of cnrrent speed and as vectors respectively. Comparing hgures 8 and 17 we note
that the reduction in speed from the open boundary to the interior is larger in absolute
magnitude. This is as expected since the energy losses are quadratic functions of bottom
current speed. However, for both cases the minimum speed in the interior is approximately
1/2 of the speed at the speed at the open boundary at 100 m depth.
In hgures 21 and 13 the currents lOm above the bottom are given. The maximum again
appears at the steepest topography. The maximum being approximately 0.32 ms -1 across
section 11.
In hgures 23 and 24 the speeds through sections I and II are given. Again the strong
locusing effect at the sharpest shelf break across section II is evident. Closest to the bottom
here the maximum speed is 0.35 ms -1 .
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TIME
Figure 16: Volume averaged kinetic energy in Jm 3 as a function ol time in days.
Numerical experiment 2 29
x
Figure 17: Current speeds at IOOm depth after 48 hours.
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Figure 18: Vector plot of currents at IOOm depth after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn from
every sth grid cell.
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Figure 20: Vector plot of currents 50m above the bottom after 48 hours.
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Figure 21: Current speeds lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.
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Vectors are drawnFigure 22: Veet or plot of currents lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.
from every sth grid cell.
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Figure 23: Current speeds at section I.
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Figure 24: Current speeds at section 11.
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5.3 Numerical experiment 3
In the third experiment the only modification compared to experiment 1 is that all currents
used as initial and boundary conditions in experiment 1 are rotated more towards the east
and are now making a 60 degree angle with the south-north axis. This means that the flow
now to a larger extent becomes cross shelf instead of along shelf.
The average kinetic energies develop very much as in experiment 1 and after 48 hours
the solution is stationary. In figures 25 and 26 the currents at IOOm depth are given.
Comparing figures 8 and 25 we now lind that the reduction in speed in the interior is much
less as the flow angle is modified from 30 degrees to 60 degrees north east. The explanation
is that the flow now is more cross shelf than along shelf and the distance traveled over areas
with significant effects of bottom friction becomes much shorter before the flow hits the
shelf break.
In figures 29 and 30 the currents lOm above the bottom are given. Again we notice
the much higher spatial variability. The maximum values of speed along the shelf break
in the area just before the topography turns is now more than 0.20 ms~ l as compared to
0.16 7?7,5~ 1 in experiment 1. The explanation is probably the one given above.
In figures 31 and 32 the current speeds along sections I and II are given. Comparing
especially figures 15 and 32 for section II it is amazing how much more focused the flow
around the shelf break gets as the direction of the flow is changed. The maximum also
penetrates more deeply along the shelf break.
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Figure 25: Current speeds at IOOm depth after 48 hours.
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X
Figure 26: Vector plot of currents at IOOm depth after 48 hours. Vectors
every sth grid cell.
are drawn from
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Figure 27: Current speeds 50m above the bottom after 48 hours.
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Figure 28: Vector plot of currents 50m above the bottom after 48 hours.
from every sth grid cell.
Vectors are drawn
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Figure 29: Current speeds lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.
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1 m/s
Figure 30: Vector plot of currents lOm above the bottom after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn
from every sth grid cell.
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Figure 31: Current speeds at section I.
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Figure 32: Current speeds at section 11.
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5.4 Numerical experiment 4
In the fourth experiment the only modification compared to the third experiment is that
all velocities used as initial and boundary conditions in experiment 3 are multiplied by 2.
The average kinetic energies develop very much as in experiment 2 and alter 48 hours
the solution is stationary. In hgures 33 and 34 the currents at IOOm depth are given. In
figures 37 and 38 the currents lOm above the bottom are given. In hgures 39 and 40 the
current speeds along sections I and II are given.
The results are very much as expected from the previous experiments. The maximum
speed at the shelf break at section II is now increased to 0.40 ms-1 , see Figure 40, and we
still notice the strong focus around the steepest part of the slope.
Numerical experiment 4 47
















Figure 34; Vector plot of currents at IOOm depth after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn Irom
every sth grid cell.
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Figure 35: Gurrent speeds 50m above the bottom after 48 hours.
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Figure 36: Vector plot of currents 50m above the bottom after 48 hours.
from every sth grid cell.
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Figure 37: Current speeds lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.
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Figure 38: Vector plot of currents lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.
from every sth grid cell.
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Figure 39: Current speeds through section I.
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Figure 40: Current speeds through section 11.
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5.5 Numerical experiment 5
In the fifth experiment the modification compared to the first and third experiments is that
the velocities used as initial and boundary conditions are given by the 10 year maximum
estimates in Figure 6. Because of the stronger forcing the viscosities had to be increased
for stability reasons, see Table 2.
The average kinetic energies develop very much like the previous experiments and after
48 hours the solution is stationary. In figures 41 and 42 the currents at IOOm depth are
given. In figures 43 and 44 the currents 50m above the bottom are given. In figures 45 and
46 the currents lOm above the bottom are given. In figures 47 and 48 the current speeds
along sections I and II are given.
The resulting flow structures are very similar to the previous experiments. The flow is
topography following with intensifications along the steep slopes.
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Figure 41; Current speeds at IOOm depth after 48 hours.
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Figme 42. Vectoi plot ot currents at IOOm depth after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn from
every sth grid cell.
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Figure 43: Current speeds 50m above the bottom after 48 hours.
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Figme 44. Vectoi plot of currents 50m above the bottom after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn
from every sth grid cell.
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Figure 45: Current speeds lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.
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Figure 46: Vector plot of currents lOm above the bottom after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn
from every sth grid cell.
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Figure 47: Current speeds through section I.
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Figure 48: Current speeds through section 11.
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5.6 Numerical experiment 6
In the sixth experiment the major modification compared to the forth experiment is that
the grid size is doubled to 140 x 230 giving a horizontal resolution of 200m. This also
changes the bottom topography by allowing smaller structures. Furthermore, because
smaller scale phenomena in the flow now are resolved the viscosities may be reduced, see
Table 2.
The average kinetic energies develop very much like experiment 4, but stabilizes at a
somewhat lower level, 32.1 J m~ 3 compared to 33.4 J m“ 3 . In figures 49 and 50 the currents
at IOOm depth are given. In figures 51 and 52 the currents 50m above the bottom are
given. In figures 53 and 54 the currents lOm above the bottom are given. In figures 55
and 56 the current speeds along sections I and II are given.
The overall picture of the circulation is very much similar to experiment 4. The speeds
are somewhat reduced compared to experiment 4. For instance the maximum speed at the
steepest slope in section II is now 0.39ms" 1 , that is a reduction of 1 ems-1 .
The reduced level of average kinetic energy and the reduced speeds may be surprising
considering that the resolution is increased and the viscosities are reduced. The explanation
is probably that the bottom has more strueture and thus provides more resistance to the
flow. At even finer resolution the combined effects of more detailed bathymetry, reduced
viscosities and enhanced resolution may be different.
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Figure 50: Vector plot of currents at IOOm depth after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn from
every 20th grid cell.
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Figure 52; Vector plot of currents 50m above the bottom after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn
from every 20th grid cell.
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Figure 53: Current speeds lOm above the bottom after 48 hours.










Vector plot of currents lOm above the bottom after 48 hours. Vectors are drawn
20th grid cell.
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Figure 55: Current speeds through section I.
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Figure 56; Current speeds through section 11.
73
6 Discussion
The numerical studies presented here may be regarded as an attempt to study how the
flow specified at open boundaries surrounding the Ormen Lange area may be interpolated
into the interior of the dornain taking into account the conservation laws that we believe
determine the flow and the local topography.
In experiment 1 the forcing held is based on a climatological mean how and the focusing
of the how near the shelf break may be said to be representative for what we may hnd in the
mean. However, the variability of the how may be as large as the mean and experiment 2 is a
study of approximately maximum inhow to the area from the mean direction along the shelf
break. We have seen that maximum speeds along the shelf breaks increase approximately
linearly with the general inhow reaching 0.35 ms"1 at the steepest part of the slope at
section 11.
Even if the how in mean follows the topography both variability in the local forcing,
i.e., wind, variability in the larger scale heat and pressure forcing and variability in the in
and out how areas of the Norwegian sea may lead to more basin scale adjustments of the
density helds. The large scale circulation in the Nordic Seas is well described in Blindheim
et al. (1999) [B]. This paper also describes huctuations of huxes and water mass properties
and it discusses possible mechamsms behmd such events. We have also seen m the model
results from a model covering the whole Norwegian Sea with 20km grid resolution that
larger scale anomalies in the density held following these adjustments may occur in large
areas of the Norwegian Sea and inhuence the direction of the how for instance at the Ormen
Lange held as they pass. Thus, during such events the direction of the how may be more
directly in from the open ocean. In experiments 3 and 4 we have demonstrated that if the
inhow is directed moie at right angles towards the shelf break the focusing effect gets much
more pionounced and the area of maximum speed also goes deeper along the shelf break.
The maximum speed at the steepest part ol the slope at section II in experiment 4 is now
0.40 mr 1 .
The horizontal grid resolution in the present studies, 400m, is too coarse to resolve
the major length scales around the steepest topography. Also the viscosities needed to
stabilize the experiments are too large. That it was necessary to apply these viscosities
also suggests t hat theie is a strong drift of energy towards the unresolved length scales.
The variability ol the current speed at the bottom and the strong focus along the
steepest slope also mean that when data from current meters or ADCPs are used to analyze
the maximum possible currents in the area their position relative to the topography is of
major importance when the concern is flow near the bottom. In particular we notice that
the cinrents metei ligs in Figure 2 are well below and well above the steepest part of the
shelf break. Studying for instance Figure 32 giving speeds across the shelf break we notice
that speeds dose to the bottom at the shelf break may be twice as large as the speeds dose
to the bottom at the deepest current meter rig.
The effects of enhancing the resolution to 200 m are seen in experiment 6. The energies
and maximum speeds are somewhat reduced compared to experiment 4. The enhanced
resolution allows a better representation of the flow along the steepest topography. This
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alone would be suspected to increase the maximum speed. However, the inflowing water
now feels the effects of a different bottom with more detailed structures. This may lead
to a drainage of energy from the flow on its way eastwards to the shelf break. At even




In this study we have used a numerical model to simulate the circulation in a relatively
small region in the Ormen Lange area. The results may be interpreted as interpolations
of the specihed flows at the open boundaries taking into account governing equations and
topographical variations. In this way we can get a rough picture of the flow variability in
the interior ol the domain by varying the boundary conditions.
The flow held is seen to be heavily inhuenced of the local topography. The horizontally
constant initial velocities were modihed with respect to both magnitude and direction. Near
the bottom a jet is lollowing the shelf break with a speed considerably magnihed relative
to the initial state. With 200 m horizontal resolution we still hnd maxima in the speed at
the shelf break, but the extremal values here are slightly less than with 400 m resolution.
The necessity to use high viscosity parameters indicate that small scale phenomena on
unresolved length scales are important. It would thus be desirable with further enhanced
resolution.
Another important factor for the resulting how held is the condition specihed at the
boundaries. A how directed more perpendicularly to the shelf break produced a jet pen
etlåting deepei with higher speed and increased shear. This gives an indication of the
response of small scale structures to larger scale variability. It would thus be advisable to
study circulation properties with more realistically varying boundary conditions.
7.1 Possible future projects on a short time scale
On a shoit time scale, months to a year, studies where output Irom the present model
with 400 or 200 m horizontal resolution is used as initial and boundary values for hner scale
models focusing for instance on possible routes for pipelines may be performed. The hner
scale models may have 25 or 50m horizontal resolution depending on the size of the area
the model is supposed to cover. The nesting in such studies will be one way only. Effects
ol the finer scale topography on the how may be studied by using this method.
7.2 Possible future projects on a longer time scale I
By applying the method used so far or the method suggested above, we do not get the
effects ol largei scale phenomena occurring in the Norwegian Sea basin properly into the
model domain and the effects of smaller scale processes are not fed back to the larger scales.
On a longer term basis, 1 to 3 years, we therefore suggest to build a two-way nested model
system for the Norwegian Sea that allows coupling between a 20km model covering the
whole basin and a sequence of hner models that focuses towards the Ormen Lange area.
A e suggest using a scahng factor ol 5. With 6 levels of rehnement the resolution at the
hnest level will be dose to Im. To establish such a model system will require a continued
activity over years. Results will, however, be produced each time a new level is added to
study the effects of the added rehnement. With such a system one may study localized
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effects of changes in the larger scale forcing variables like the major inflow/outflow to/from
the Norwegian Sea, the atmospheric pressure, wind, heat fluxes etc.
7.3 Possible future projects on a longer time scale II
To learn about and to understand the currents in this area we have so far two sources of
information: the direct observations and the model outputs. Both are valuable sources of
information and in a recent paper Lynch and Hannah (1999) [lB] describe an inverse model
for estimating the currents using ADCP-data and/or current meter data. The model may
said to be an interpolator for the measurements taken, and the qualities of the modeled
currents depend heavily on the geographic placement of for instance the current meter rigs.
Such an observation system, model and measurements, would be very useful to produce
good estimates of currents inside the region covered by current meter rigs or ADCPs. To
establish the model side of such a system would probably take 2 or 3 man years if guided
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(a) Speed xl, 9 = 30° (b) Speed x2, 9 = 30°
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Figure 59: Speed at 50 m over bottom.
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(a) Speed xl, 9 = 30° (b) Speed x2, 9 = 30°
(c) Speed xl, 9 = 60° (d) Speed x2, 9 60°
Figure 61: Speed at 10 m over bottom
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(Length of arrows not directly comparableFigure 62: Velocity at 10 m over bottom )
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(c) Speed xl, 6 = 60° (d) Speed x2, 9 = 60°
Figure 63: Current speeds at Section I
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(c) Speed xl, 6 = 60° (d) Speed x2, 9 = 60°
Figure 65: Density at Section II
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Figure 66: Vertical velocity at Section 11.
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B List of symbols
U = (U, V) Horizontal velocities in x- and y-direction respectively
Vertical velocity in the system
Vertical velocity in the cr-coordinate system
g Surface elevation
H Bottom static depth





p In situ density
Km Vertical eddy viscosity
Am Horizontal eddy viscosity
Cm Dimensionless horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient
Kh Vertical eddy diffusivity
Ah Horizontal eddy diffusivity
C H Dimensionless horizontal eddy diffusivity coefficient
<? 2 /2 Turbulent kinetic energy
/ Turbulent macro scale
po Reference density
g Gravity
f The Coriolis parameter
ro (Surface wmd stress
To The surface heat flux
So The net precipitation/evaporation at the surface
Uh = ( üb , Vb) Horizontal velocities at the bottom
A 0 Vertical velocity at the surface (T-coordinate)
6 Vertical velocity at the bottom (z-coordmate)
Cd Bottom drag coefficient
k The von Karman constant
Bottom roughness parameter
7~b (^~6a7} Bottom strøss
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